Introduction
he concept that meridional plasma flows are implied by Parker's [1958] spiral field e t approximation was first developed by Winge and Coleman [1972] . They generaliz he Weber-Davis model of the solar wind [Weber and Davis, 1967] to include latitudil p nal effects and find that the resulting equations predict that the solar wind has a smal oleward velocity component. This poleward component arises from the differential c winding of solar wind magnetic field lines with latitude and has been modeled analytially [Nerney and Suess, 1975; 1985; Suess et al., 1985] . One prediction of these l d models is that the equatorial solar wind mass flux density and magnetic field wil ecrease with distance from the Sun (R ) more rapidly than the R and R falloff of izzo and Goldstein [1987] , namely that this flow is driven by stream interactions with the dipole tilt producing meridional (as well as tangential) flow.
Studies of the radial variation of the magnetic field reach conflicting conclusions a SUBMITTED TO JGR 2 bout whether the magnetic field follows the Parker model. Early analyses used data t from spacecraft which covered relatively small radial extents and generally agreed with he Parker model [Smith and Wolfe, 1979; Burlaga et al., 1982] , although some found d V a more rapid falloff [Neugebauer, 1975; Rosenburg et al., 1978] . The Pioneer an oyager spacecraft have measured the magnetic field out to large radial distances but n have not resolved the issue. The Pioneer magnetometer group compare Pioneer magetic field data with magnetic field observations near Earth and find a flux deficit (less [ magnetic field flux than Parker's prediction) of 24% at 10 AU and 36% at 20 AU Smith and Barnes, 1982; Slavin et al., 1984 , Thomas et al., 1986 Winterhalter et al., , h 1988] . Studies of Voyager magnetic field data by the Voyager magnetometer team owever, show minimal variation from the Parker model [Burlaga et al., 1984; Klein e fl et al., 1987] . Even an exchange of data failed to resolve this controversy, with th ux deficit proponents finding the flux deficit in both Voyager and Pioneer data [Wint [ terhalter et al., 1990] and the flux deficit opponents finding no deficit in either data se Burlaga and Ness, 1993] .
The other predicted deficit, that of the mass flux density, has not been reported. The density decrease observed by Voyager 2 is consistent with the R decrease predicted et al., 1993; Richardson et al., 1996a] . (Pioneer densit ncertainties are too large to determine an accurate radial distance dependence.) h w The Voyager 2 plasma science instrument (PLS) observed meridional flow whic as generally poleward near solar minimum in 1986 and 1987 [Lazarus and Belcher, t 1987 Lazarus et al., 1988] . The net flow angle observed by Voyager 2 was 0.63°to he north in the latter half of 1986 [McNutt, 1988] . These observations cannot be i explained satisfactorily by either the meridional pressure gradient model or the stream nteraction model [McNutt, 1988] . None of these studies segregated the data to look for differences in the meridional flow on opposite sides of the current sheet. et al. [1996b] show the meridional flow observed by Voyager 2 between and Coleman, 1972; Suess and Nerney, 1975] . Voyager 2 data extend from -a 1 to 48 AU and we now look for meridional flow in those data. We use hourly aver ges of both the plasma and magnetic field data. Our analysis is primarily limited to -t times prior to 1989.6 since magnetic field data from Voyager 2 are, with a few excep ions, generally unavailable after this time. Res., 98, 15,166-15,183, 1993. ridge, H. S., et al., The plasma experiment on the 1977 Voyager mission, Space Sci. Rev., 21, 259-287, 1977. urlaga, L. F., and N. F. Ness, Radial and longitudinal variations , 196, 837-847, 1975 . erney, S. F., and S. T. Suess, Modeling the effects of latitudinal gradients in stellar N winds, with application to the solar wind, Astrophys. J., 296, [259] [260] [261] [262] [263] [264] [265] [266] [267] 1985 . eugebauer, M., Large-scale and solar-cycle variations of the solar wind, Space Sci. Rev., 17, 221-254, 1975. arker, E. N., Dynamics of the interplanetary gas and magnetic field, Astrophys. J. 
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